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EXPERIMENT No. 6

1.0 Title:
To understand and implement the operations on a Queue.

2.0 Prior Concepts:
One-dimensional array.

3.0 New Concepts:
 Proposition 1: Queue:

Queue is an ordered set of elements or items where all insertion (additions) takes place at one end

called as REAR and all deletions are performed from other end called as FRONT of the Queue. Queue

is the linear data structure. Queue is also called as FIFO (First-in first-out) list.

Proposition 2: Insert (Add) Operation:

It is the operation in which data element is inserted (added) at REAR end of Queue.

Proposition 3: Delete (Remove) Operation:

It is the operation in which data element is deleted (removed) from FRONT end of Queue.

4.0 Learning Objectives:
 Intellectual Skills: -

• To understand Queue as a data structure.

• To understand representation of queue.

• To understand Insertion and Deletion operations of Queue.

Motor skills:

• Ability to represent the queue in program.

• Ability to perform add and delete operation on queue.

• Ability to write code, execute program and print hard copy.

5.0 Stepwise procedure:
5.1 Insert (Add) Operation:

The queue represented using one-dimensional array is shown below in Fig 6.1 with initial Front =

Rear = 0. The maximum number of elements in the queue will depend on the size of the array. The

size of array is MAX.

Front =
Rear =
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To add the element in the queue, the Rear is incremented by 1 and the element is added in the queue.

Fig 6.2 shows the queue after adding three elements in the order as A, B, C and one by one.

The generalized algorithm for the Insert operation on Queue is:

5.1.1 Algorithm for Add operation:
Step 1: [Check for Queue Full/Overflow condition]

If (Rear >= (MAX -1)) then

Print (‘Queue is Full, Overflow condition ‘)

Return

Step 2: [Increment Rear end of Queue]

Rear = Rear +1

Step 3: [Insert element at new Rear end of Queue]

Queue [Rear] = element

Step 4: [Finished]

Return

5.1.2 Flowchart for Add operation: (Student to develop and Draw)
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5.2 Delete Operation :
To perform the delete element operation on the queue, the Front is incremented by 1 and the

element is deleted from the queue. The deleted element should be used as per application.

Consider the queue instance as in Fig 6.3:

Another delete operation will remove the element D from the queue as shown in
Fig 6.4(b) below:

When Front = Rear then, there are no elements in the queue and it is said to empty queue. The

generalized algorithm for the Delete operation on Queue is given below.

5.2.1 Algorithm for Delete operation :
Step1: [Check for Empty Queue]

If (Front = Rear) then

Print (‘Queue is Empty, Underflow condition‘)

Return

Step2: [Increment Front of queue by one]

Front = Front + 1

Step3: [Assign element from Queue]

Element=Queue [Front]

Step4: [end]

Return
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5.2.2 Flowchart for Delete operation: (Student to develop and Draw)

6.0 Implementation:
Students should write a complete program code with comments having following functions.

• Insert an element in a Queue

• Delete an element from the Queue

• Print the current Queue contents. ( On one line )

7.0 Result:
The appropriate comments describing the use of statements should be added for important

statements in the program/ functions. The hard copy output should contain the program code and

multiple times operations performed on the Queue with the operation being performed and queue

contents after each operation.
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8.0 Questions :
Write answers to: Q…. Q…. Q…. Q….

(The question numbers to each student should be allotted by the teacher.)

1. Define Queue. Draw queue having five elements out of the maximum 10.

2. State four applications of Queue in Computer systems.

3. Explain the Double ended queue (‘Dequeue’) concept.

4. Write algorithm for the insert operation on Dequeue.

5. Write algorithm for Delete operation on Dequeue’.

6. What is difference between Stack and Queue

7. State the characteristic of Queue.  Where it is useful?

8. Show the diagrammatic representation of the queue after every operation for the following sequence

of operations. Show Rear and Front with values.

Add (‘S’), Add ( ‘D’), Add (‘F’), Delete(e), Add (‘G’), Add (‘Q’),  Delete(e), Delete(e), Delete(e).

9. The instance of the queue is given below. Show the diagrammatic representation of the queue

after every operation for the following sequence of operations. Show Rear and Front with values.

Delete(e), Delete(e), Add (‘F’), Add (‘G’) Delete(e).
10.  Draw the circular queue with Front = 2, Rear = 7 and character elements with

the size of queue as 12.
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(Space for Answers.)


